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Artist Statement
There are many ways of creating understanding; art is one of
them. When there are misunderstandings created through a combination of art
and oronyms, however, that is where the real fun begins. Oronyms are
similar to homonyms however, instead of the same word being spelled in
different ways, oronyms are usually composed of multiple words used together
that cause confusion in the brain.[1]
An example would be the phrase, “Have you seen me at my darkest,”
being misconstrued as, “Have you seen me in my carcass.” This creates an
oronym which could be illustrated as two individuals, one envisioning
themselves as a person whom has just forgone a tanning session and the
other envisioning their friend in a meat suite, having a grand time. There may
even be a look of discus on the friends face as they imagine the stench of
the flesh suite.
This concept of oronyms has been illustrated in five illustrations as well
as a process book. It was worked on through a summer and a semester in order to
hopefully help people understand what they are and to fulfill an exhibition
requirement for an honors in art. The Five finished pieces have images going
from left to right, top to bottom, across the page.
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A Visual Definition of Oronyms: Words and Sayings
Honors projects can be fun, but difficult in many ways; research needs
to be done and art needs to be made. The help of others is always appreciated
when taking on a feat such as the one discussed in this paper. The project that
I had to complete involved an exhibition and a ten page paper, the longest paper I had
ever written. This paper will start with a brief history of oronyms and go on to
how comics are made. In addition, it will also provide a backbone to this project
and show the exhibition in its full glory. The backbone, the process behind the
art, is what made them into the illustrations they are today. The processes
that were completed for each illustration include reference images, type
experiments, and color testing; among other steps. There are a total of five
complete illustrations and a process book that make up the contents of the
finished project; each illustration had a shorter process than the one before it,
this is because as new skills were learned steps were removed or altered.
Additionally, the paper has a detailed brief telling why I decided to become
an artist rather than pursing a different career.
The historical knowledge of oronyms starts with homophones and

homonyms in the 18th century. Homophones and homonyms are commonly
mistaken as having the same definition, however they do differ a little.
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Homonyms sound the same and are spelled the same but have different meanings.
An example of this would be the word ‘bark’, in the right context it could mean
the sound a dog makes or the outer layer of a tree.[2] On the other hand, homophones
are words that are spelled differently but sound the same and have
different meanings. The words ‘scene’ and ‘seen’ are an example of a
common homophone, they sound the same but mean two different things
and are spelled quite differently.[3]
As homonyms and homophones evolved they became oronyms.
Despite the evolutionary process, however, they all coexist today. These
misheard phrases and words, oronyms and their previous forms, happen within
all known languages. In fact, homophones and homonyms were first created
when different languages started to interact. Cultures around the world have
been adopting words from one another for centuries and still continue to do so.
The word ‘date’ was adopted by the Dutch and became homophonic with the
word ‘deed’. As more words are adopted homophonic relationships are created
and lost time and time again.[4]
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“Examples of Homonyms.” Examples.yourdictionary.com.
(Accessed November 15, 2017).
David Peeters and Antje S. Meyer. “Homophones – what are they and
why do they exist at all?” mpi.nl. (Accessed November 15, 2017).
David Peeters and Antje Meyer
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Hearing an oronym or any of its other forms can cause serious problems
for the listener in the case of more serious matters. There are many people that
have no idea what the message conveyed truly meant when it was said. The
mishearing of a comment can fracture even the best relationships. I
have experienced the confusion that comes from them in a few instances in my
life. They usually occur when multiple people are talking, people aren’t talking
loud enough, and when people are talking to fast. In spite of this, usually
the context of a phrase can help to clear up any misunderstandings. In truth,
phrases are sometimes perceived so quickly that alternatives are not even considered.
Today, purposeful homophones, oronyms, and homonyms are heard within puns,
poems, song parodies, and knock-knock jokes. Poems written by William Shakespeare
are a great place to find homophones.[5]
As a matter of fact, Shakespeare wouldn’t be the world renown poet he
is today without them. Shakespeare’s famous quote “To be, or not to be” is full
of homophones. Every word within the quote is a homophone with three words
to back it up. The first word in the quote is 'to' it can be perceived as to, too,
or two. Each of these words has vastly different meanings. Be, which is the second
word could also be spelled as be or bee.
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“Best Misheard Sentences and Oronyms.” audicus.com. (Accessed
November 24, 2017).

The spelling of bee can make it mean two different things either an insect or a
social gathering. Or, ore, and oar are the third possibility of homophones within
his famous quote. The rest of the words go down the same route, the quote is
the opening line spoken by prince Hamlet the “nunnery scene” of William
Shakespeare’s play Hamlet.[6]
In addition to poems having homophones, mentioned above,
knock-knock jokes and song parodies have the evolved version, oronyms. The
first knock-knock joke was invented in 1606; however, oronyms were more
popularly used within them starting in 1934. This is when a newspaper columnist
used the not so funny knock-knock joke “Knock knock! Who’s there? Rufus. Rufus
who? Rufus the most important part of your house.” This was the first published
joke in a newspaper and it used the idea of an oronym purposefully.[7] Since
then many jokes have been made and published into the market. They are
everywhere and are widely known throughout our society; there are dozens
upon dozens of books filled to the brim with them. None of them, however,
are comedic enough to make you laugh out loud for hours on end in my opinion.
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Weird Al Yankovic is more entertaining than knock-knock jokes any day.
He is an artist that many people today know of as a man that is making a living
off of using oronyms in his parody songs. His career started in 1976 when he
aired his first song and he has sold 12 million albums as of 2007. In the song
“Like a Surgeon,” which is a parody of the song “Like a Virgin” by Madonna,
the title of the song is based off the idea the two words can be misheard as one
another. This is due to the fact that they sound similar to each other when said out
loud, which makes them a perfect example of an oronym used deliberately.[8]
Even though Weird Al is entertaining, comics are even more so. Comics
are created with a series of different processes and steps, yet not every artist
goes through them in the same way. First artists usually storyboard in order to
figure out how to get information across successfully. Storyboarding can be a
lengthy process though it doesn’t have to be. It can be as fun and interesting
as the actual creation of the finished comic. Imagine yourself as a film director
planning your next big hit, longer works need to be storyboarded. Shorter
comics don’t necessarily need to be storyboarded, there is less information
to plan and the message comes across easier. Despite this, a longer version
of the same comic may have more to offer to the reader.
8
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Longer comics have more time to fully encompass the reader’s thoughts creating
a world for them from the words and pictures on the page.[9]
Once the storyboard has been worked out, pacing needs worked upon
in order to get a good feel of what is taking place. Pacing the comic can be
difficult to accomplish, usually a script is written in order to create an understanding
of how the comic should flow. It can be hand written or typed out, actions of
the characters can be drawn out using stick figures or pictures can be taken
of scenes for reference. You don’t need to worry about making the comic look
good just yet. The script is just meant to assist in the production. It does not
have to stand on its own as a work of art. At this part in the comic making
process any missing dialogue becomes clear. Don’t forget scripts are not permanent
once they are made, they are ‘working’ and can be changed at any time. Most
likely small changes will be made periodically as realizations take place that add
dialogue to the script.[10]
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Sara Berntsson. “Create a Comic: How to Plan and Lay Out Your
Comic.” design.tutsplus.com. (Accessed November 15, 2017).
Sara Berntsson
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Next is choosing the right kind of panels, this can also help with getting
the right feel for the comic. Panels do not have to be the closed off squares and
rectangles seen in traditional comics. Wavy panels are meant to give the sense of
being in a memory, dream, or in a state not within the present comic. Size and
composition of the panels can also effect the perceptions of the audience.
Longer panels create a sense of time slowing down, while compressed panels
may feel more rushed; additionally, panels that are closer together and smaller
feel like they are happening faster. [11]
The empty spaces between comic panels are known as gutters. These
gutters, much like the gutters at a bowling alley, separate one thing from the
next. If the gutters are larger, the comic will seem to drag; whereas, if
the gutters are smaller, then the comic goes faster. Remember when choosing
size, shape, and gapping space that clarity is important. To help with this, the 180
degree rule aids the illustrator, you, in planning out scenes with clarity. It keeps
you on the same side of the characters the entire time you are drawing and
ensures that they do not rapidly change places. For example, when applying
the 180 degree rule to a four panel comic the characters will have switched
places through the use of 30 degree viewpoint changes.[12]
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Sara Berntsson
Sara Berntsson

Much like how the 180 degree rule helps to bring clarity to a comic, my
life shows why I decided on being an art major. After I tell a little about myself,
I will go into the details of my project. Don’t worry, dear reader, the detail will
be limited I don’t want to ramble too extensively. In the second semester of my
freshmen year of college I became an art major after realizing, with some soul
searching, that I could not handle killing an animal in a veterinary position. I have
always liked art, in fact, in high school I spent study halls in the art room and
weekends crafting with my grandmother. So when the moral dilemma arose
about the death of something that was as pure and innocent as an animal the
logical choice was art. However, Graphic Design, my current major, was nowhere
in my spectrum of knowledge. It was what I chose randomly from a list of seven
majors that the university offered in the art category. I was told that it was the only
art major I could choose and still make a living by many of my peers.
Since I chose the Graphic Design path, the major has taught me a new
way of looking upon the world. There are so many minuscule details about everyday
sights that I wouldn’t have imagined played a factor without this degree.
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Graphic Design is intertwined within everyone’s lives and they don’t even realize
how often they experience it. I didn’t realize how much it affected me until after began
my time at the University of Akron. Every poster, sign, logo, t-shirt, and magazine
had a graphic designer involved in its making, or so I hope. There are also many
other places that graphic design is involved, too many to name them all. In
my years at the University of Akron I learned that my greatest strength when it
comes to graphic design is illustration. Therefore, I decided to further my knowledge
in it with my honors research project described below.
This project began with oronyms causing great confusion in my
everyday life and a desire to improve my drawing abilities. The term oronym
was foreign to me and it would have never been discovered without this
project. Now, almost everyone I know has the word in their vocabulary.
I would be talking to someone and end up confused all of a sudden.
Many of these instances probably happened because I have a hard time
remaining focused on multiple things as I work. Let me drive for about 30
minutes, even if I am fully rested, sleep immediately begins to consume me
if my brain isn’t kept preoccupied.
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Tapping my feet or my hands on the steering wheel usually counteracts the
sudden exhaustion. When I asked friends about the amount of phrases I have
misheard they mentioned hearing oronyms as well in their everyday lives.
Meaning my lack of focus wasn’t completely to blame for the misheard phrases.
This helped my conscience by not making me feel as bad when I asked people
to repeat what they had just said but slower. Everyone does it and experiences
it if they live long enough and speak frequently enough.
The idea was proposed as an option for the honors project requirement
that was needed in order for graduation in the spring of 2018. Once the project
idea was proposed and accepted the work began. First researching styles
of comics and trying to pick out an art style that was within my reach. The
illustration background in my pocket is not a wide one; it is something that is
enjoyed but could use assistance and practice at every turn. Pinterest was a
great source for researching, with their large database of artists’ works that are
readily available. I scoped out the field looking for something that caught my
eye. Something that could be accomplished even by me, an amateur illustrator.
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Cantana Comics is about the lives of a young couple and their unique
interactions with each other. They are short, sweet, and to the point
making them easily understandable for anyone who can read. Further
explanation for the comics are never needed, they are self-explanatory. Her
comics are also planned out clearly with little to no color across the page. She
has over 300K followers and completes her short, simple comics weekly.
Something that I did not realize was how difficult this was to accomplish. Just
because an illustration seems simple doesn’t mean it is easy to achieve. There are
hours of unseen work that are put into each one.
One of my illustrations could take me hours upon hours to complete and
they were just simple line work with flat colors. The text was my own creation but
even then the length of time each one took seemed to be ridiculous. Time

was spent sketching different styles from the reference of the artists
mentioned above. Then began the long process of trying to digitize them
into a colorful world all my own.
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The comic panels above are from Cantana Comics and the
one on the right is from Lingvistov. As you can see they
are simple with flat colors and harsher outlines. They are
comedic and relatable with their content. My work was
created with their content in mind, I wanted mine to be
relatable and comedic as well.
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Sketch Book Pro was still fairly new to me at the time, even now I can’t say I
have mastered any one tool. My hands wobbled with each stoke I made on the
page causing warped lines. Oronyms for my project were found throughout my
everyday conversations, once I heard a oronym; I wrote it down for future
reference. The sketching part was done mostly during the summer when
feedback was scarce.
The digitizing of the project began with the fall semester of 2017 and
had to be added on to the class load that was required for my spring graduation.
In Sketch Book Pro the pen tool was used to outline each illustration.
Experimentally, colors were tried and dismissed as being failures repeatedly for
quite a while. The comics started off dark and bland, every other panel was
meant to be an anonymous person. Eventually, that anonymous person gained
a bald head with blue-ish purple skin that ended up being me. This was due
to the fact that my hair is often dyed blue, a completely different blue than
was used in the project, but still a blue nonetheless. Prof. Vlada Vukadinovic was
my prime resource in finishing this project, every few weeks we could converse on
the matter and try to plan for any unseen circumstances.
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He gave good recommendations that I either chose to follow or leave based
on judgment calls that were made.

Another teacher that helped me off and on was my sponsor, Prof.
Dave Szalay. He would give feedback through extensive emails, they
mostly contained pointers on how my project should look in order to be
accepted as being ‘enough’. Enough, in terms of this final project meant
that the honors research requirements were met and all the parties involved
were satisfied. Together we decided five finished comics along with my
process was enough work to satisfy the honors research requirement.
Meetings between the two of us were rarely held due to the fact that we
both had busy schedules under our belts. It seemed that every opportunity
that there was for us to meet was vanquished by other classes that were
scheduled in order to progress my schooling. The exhibition space for the
project was found about half way through the allotted time given in the
semester. Many of the spaces in the Myers School of Art were already taken up
by visiting artists and other students.
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Bierce Library was recommended by a few different people as a venue for my
project. The idea for the exhibition was proposed to the Interim Dean of the
university, Aimee deChambeau, and accepted with support. Support was
provided with the purchase of frames for each one of my illustrations and a
wireless, digital monitor that displayed my process book. Later during my
exhibition I got to see a classmates honors project, I was impressed by the
work but also disappointed by how short the duration it would be on display
was. My exhibition could stay up for as long as I had wanted according to Dean
deChambeau.

She evidently had been really looking forward to an artist whom
wanted to hang art work in the space that is the library. Dean deChambeau
had been preparing the different open spaces in Bierce with a special
hanging system that allows for exhibits to be exchanged with little to no
damage for quite a while from what she explained to me; additionally, there
were more spaces that she was preparing for other artists on the other floors.
The downstairs room that used to be the room that housed the films to watch
has been turned into a maker space known as the Maker Studio.
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Maker Studio has 3D printers, a VR system, and a Cricut cutting machine for
making holiday cards and scrap booking. The one downside about using the
library as my space was that there was little I could do with the displaying of my
work. I couldn’t hang anything on the walls, repaint the walls, and everything
needed to be easy disassemble.
My illustrations were hung with care using the hanging system on the
first floor back wall. Michael Dowdell, Susan Ashby, Stephanie Everett, and Dean
deChambeau were the ones that helped hang the illustrations the Friday before
their due date. However the official opening of the exhibition wasn’t until the
Monday after. The exhibition would be up for a week in order for the requirement
to be fulfilled. Little did I realize, Dean deChambeau went out of her way to add
bumpers to the back of each of my illustrations to keep them from moving;
this project wouldn’t have been a success without her and everyone whom
helped me during this experience. I can’t ever thank them all enough for what
they did to help me. I learned so much during this experience and I can think of
so many things that I would have done differently if I had my current knowledge.
The project taught me the value of being able to speak up and get the information
I needed for every step of the process. Also that checking and double checking
all your final pieces is important, always leave yourself time to make up for
mistakes that could be made.
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